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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This manual is for integrators of the EarthVision LCD controllers. This is a family document covering EarthVision
controllers including:

Board Name LCD Controller Chip Used   Connector(s)

EarthVision/ISA C & T F65545                      50 pin header,  DB44

EarthVision/PCI C & T F65550                      50 pin header , DB44

EarthVision/PC104 C & T F65550                      50 pin header

It contains information on product configuration, hardware requirements, interconnections, and details of how to
use this product to integrate an LCD with an EarthVision LCD controller into a PC computer system. The
specifications given in this manual were correct at the time of printing; advances mean that some may have
changed in the meantime. If errors are found, please let us know and we will correct them as soon as possible.

We hope this manual will allow us to share our knowledge about flat panels and help your flat panel integration
experience  be pleasant and productive towards your goal.

1.1         How To Use This manual

This manual is written for the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) who plans to integrate a flat panel into a
computer system using an EarthVision LCD controller. It provides instructions for installing and configuring the
EarthVision board, and describes the system and setup requirements.

1.2         Trademarks

Trademarks are the property of their owners.

1.3         Disclaimer

Earth Computer Technologies Inc. makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents of this
manual and specifically disclaims any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose.
Earth Computer Technologies, Inc. shall under no circumstances be liable for incidental or consequential
damages or related expenses resulting from the use of this product, even if it has been notified of the possibility
of such damage. Earth Computer Technologies, Inc. reserves the right to revise this publication from time to time
without obligation to notify any person of such revisions. If errors are found, please contact Earth Computer
Technologies at the address listed on the title page of this document.

1.4         Who Should Use This product

- Electronic engineers with knowledge in integrating PC technology.
- Pay attention to the possibility of electrostatic discharges. Use a CMOS protected workplace.
- Power supply OFF when you are working on the board or connecting any cables or devices.
-    The inverters used with flat panels have dangerous voltages - be careful!

This is a complex product.
You need PC knowledge to install this display system !
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1.5         Recycling information

Hardware: - Print: epoxy with glass fiber
wire are tin-plated copper

- Components: ceramics and alloys of gold, silver
check your local electronic recycler.

- LCD displays LCD’s ccfl bulbs contain trace
       amounts of mercury. Check local

regulations before disposal!
Software: - no problems: re-use the diskette after formatting

1.6         Technical Support

If you are in need of technical support on your EarthVision controller, here are your choices:

1. Check our website tech support page for updates & FAQS: http://www.flat-panel.com/support . Please be sure
that you have the latest documentation for your card and the latest drivers when checking our web site.

2. Contact Earth technical support by phone or email (techsprt@flat-panel.com).

3. Send a FAX (Attention: Technical Support) to Earth Computer Technologies with a description of your
problem.

1.7  FCC Compliance Statement

This product is designed and tested to be compliant with FCC class A. How this product is used could affect this
compliance and it is the users responsibility to see that compliance is maintained.

1.8  Caution

Connecting flat panels involves dealing with dangerous voltages that can present a serious health hazard. Only
qualified personnel should work with these devices. Remove all AC power to units while working on them.

1.9  Limited Warranty

Earth Computer Technologies, Inc. warrants the hardware and software products it manufactures and distributes
to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for one year following the date of shipment from Earth
Computer Technologies. This warranty is limited to the original purchaser of product and is not transferable.

During the one year warranty period, Earth Computer Technologies will repair or replace, at its discretion, any
defective product or part at no additional charge, provided that the product is returned, shipping prepaid, to Earth
Computer Technologies. All replaced parts and products become property of Earth Computer  Technologies.

Earth Computer Technologies reserves the right to use refurbished parts in the manufacture, service and or
replacement of its products. Earth makes no claim of continued availability of the components or the product in
its entirety. We will attempt to provide alternative replacements with similar functionality.

Before returning any product for repair, customers are required to contact the company for an RMA number.
Returning product without an RMA number will result in delay and possible rejection of the shipment.
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This limited warranty does not extend to any product which has been damaged as a result of accident, misuse,
abuse (such as use of incorrect input voltages, wrong cabling, wrong polarity, improper or insufficient ventilation,
failure to follow the operating instructions that are provided by Earth Computer Technologies or other
contingencies beyond the control of Earth Computer Technologies), wrong connection, wrong information or as a
result of service or modification by anyone other than Earth Computer Technologies. Neither, if the user has not
enough knowledge of these technologies or has not consulted the product manual or the technical support of
Earth Computer Technologies and therefore the product has been damaged.

Except, as expressly set forth above, no other warranties are expressed or implied, including, but not limited to,
any implied warranty of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, and Earth Computer Technologies
expressly disclaims all warranties not stated herein. Under no circumstances will Earth Computer Technologies
be liable to the purchaser or any user for any damage, including any incidental or consequential damage,
expenses, lost profits, lost savings, or other damages arising out of the use or inability to use the product.

DO NOT USE PRODUCTS SOLD BY Earth Computer Technologies AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE
SUPPORT DEVICES OR SYSTEMS! Products sold by Earth Computer Technologies are not authorized for use
as critical components in life support devices or systems. A critical component is any component of a life support
device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life support
device or system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness.

1.10      Verbosity Apology

We apologize for the verbosity in disclaimers and warranties. Thank a lawyer the next time you see one. Less
lawyers equals more trees!

1.11 Product Overview

The EarthVision family of LCD controllers are high performance flat panel controllers for PC architecture
systems. They are fully compatible with the IBM PC VGA graphics standard. They are designed to drive a wide
variety of single or dual screen STN color displays, monochrome LCD panel types and active matrix displays.
EarthVision controllers offer more panel support than any other flat panel controllers on the market.

The EarthVision/ISA & EarthVision/PC-104 uses the Chips & Technologies 65545 VGA LCD controller
and one or two four megabit (256k x 16) DRAMS allowing for low cost and minimum power consumption. These
two boards also features an on board bias voltage generator. This bias can provide +/- 40 volts DC at 50 ma.
Since this is used mainly for mono STN displays and older color DSTN displays, this feature is not implemented
on the EarthVision/PCI.

The EarthVision/PCI uses the Chips & Technologies 65550 VGA LCD controller and two or four EDO 4
megabit (256k x 16) DRAMS. For backlit displays the backlight inverter may be turned off in software to
conserve power and lengthen backlight bulb life. The EarthVision provides the necessary power sequencing
circuitry for powering up a flat panel properly without damaging it.

The EarthVision/ISA & PCI cards have two connectors for connecting the flat panel cable allowing for
connection of an flat panel inside the computer chassis or external to the computer. The EarthVision/PC-104 has
a single connector. A wide variety of panels can be connected including resolutions of 640 x 480, 800 x 600 and
1024 x 768.  Additional features shared by the EarthVision Family of Controllers include:

• Simultaneous Flat Panel & Monitor Display

• Interfaces to most Flat Panels In the Market

• Available in kit form complete with LCD, Inverter & Cable - The Easy, No Hassle Way to Go!

• Flexible display memory configurations

• Advanced frame buffer architecture uses available display memory, maximizing integration and minimizing
chip count

• Integrated programmable linear address feature accelerates GUI performance

• Hardware windows acceleration (65545)
- 32-bit graphics engine
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- System-to-screen and screen-to-screen BitBlt
- 3 operand ROP's
- Color expansion
- Optimized for Windows BitBlt format
- Hardware line drawing
- 64x64x2 hardware cursor

• Hardware pop-up icon (65545)
- 64x64 pixels by 4 colors
- 128x128 pixels by 2 colors

• High performance resulting from zero wait-state writes (write buffer) and minimum wait-state reads (internal
asynchronous FIFO design)

• Mixed 3.3 V / 5.0 V +/- 10 % Operation

• Supports panel resolutions up to 1280 x 1024, including 800x600 and 1024x768

• Supports non-interlaced CRT monitors with resolutions up to 1024 x 768 / 256 colors

• True-color and Hi-color display capability with flat panels and CRT monitors up to 640x480 resolution

• Direct interface to Color and Monochrome Dual Drive (DD) and Single Drive (SS) panels (supports 8, 9, 12,
15, 16, 18 and 24-bit data interfaces)

• Advanced power management features minimize power consumption during:
- Normal operation
- Standby (Sleep) modes
- Panel-Off Power-Saving Mode

• Flexible on-board Activity Timer facilitates ordered shut-down of the display system

• Power Sequencing control outputs regulate application of Bias voltage, +5 V to the panel and +12 V to the
inverter for backlight operation

• SMARTMAP intelligent color to gray scale conversion enhances text legibility

• Text enhancement feature improves white text contrast on flat panel displays

• Fully Compatible with IBM VGA

• EIAJ-standard 208-pin plastic flat pack

Complete IBM VGA Compatibility
Enhanced Windows Drivers
Display Enhancement Hardware for increased Flat Panel
 Clarity, Contrast, Color & Gray Scales

Integrated Power Sequencing
Acceleration Features include Linear Buffer & Bit Blit Engine
True Color & Hi Color Displays with up to 24 Bits Per Pixel

Power Requirements:

working: 5 Volts ± 5%              12 Volts ± 5%
current: 150 mA nominal         1.5 Amps (includes backlight inverter)

Physical characteristics:

Dimensions:                   EV/ISA     EV/PCI      EV/PC-104
Length:       6.5           5.7            3.75
Depth:        4.25          4.0             3.55
Height:       .675          .675           .500

PCB Thickness: 1.6 mm / 0.0625 inches nominal
PCB layer: 4 with separate ground and VCC plane for low noise
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Operating environment:

Relative humidity: 5 - 90%  non condensing
Vibration: 5 to 2000 Hz
Shock: 10 G
Temperature: Operating: -15°C to +60 C

Storage: -55°C to +85 C
Compatibility:

EarthVision/ISA Industry Standard Architecture for Personal Computers
EarthVision/PC-104 PC-104 IEEE 696.1
EarthVision/PCI Intel PCI Specifcation

1.12 Ordering Information

Part# Description
CNT-EV-ISA-## EarthVision/ISA with Bios Type ## *
CNT-EV-104-## EarthVision/PC-104 with Bios Type ## *
CNT-EV-PCI-1 EarthVision/PCI with UniBIOS Type 1

* see BIOS SUPPORT LIST in section 3.5 (or our web site for updates)

2.0      EARTHVISION TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

2.1  Information Resources

If you need to do your own BIOS for an LCD not supported by Earth, it is beyond the scope of this manual to
cover that. If you need an LCD interfaced not listed here contact Earth technical support, we connect new panels
weekly! If you are an engineer you may want to get the Data Manual on the LCD controller chip (F65545 or
F65550) used on the board you purchased. They are available from Chips & Technologies at (408) 434-0600 or
check their web site www.chips.com . Getting LCD specs has become an art for us at Earth and we can share
specs on panels you purchase from us. The least painful to obtain are the ones on the Sharp FastFax, you can
get some info on their web site at www.sharpmeg.com . Other LCD information is available to Earth customers
by calling technical support. We live and breath flat panels so we can make your flat panel experience as
painless as possible (we took the arrows for you). We encourage our product users to browse our web site at
www.flat-panel.com to see our product offerings and also www.flat-panel.com\support for driver, documentation
and technical support information.

2.2  Power Overview

The power for your LCD and its inverter is supplied through the PC bus to both of the LCD connectors on your
controller board (single LCD connector on the EV/PC104). Both the 5 and 12 volts is fused on the board. If your
board has 3.3 volts it is generated from the 5 volt PC bus source. If your board has bias voltage it is generated
from the 12 volts on the PC bus. The 12 volts from the PC bus is also used for your LCD backlite inverter. In
order to control the backlite and sequence power as required, the LCD voltages go through Mosfet transistors
which software in the BIOS utilize to switch these voltages on as required. Using power sources on your LCD that
are not originating from the EarthVision card can damage your LCD if not properly sequenced. If you are
sensitve to power consumption or your backplane has only 5 volts you can still run LCD's with built in bias
voltage. Also you could use a reflective LCD so you don't need the 12 volts for the inverter (or supply It
externally) or even source a 5 volt only inverter. Most inverters (and all we supply) are 12 volts because the
design is less expensive and more efficient.

2.3  Bias Voltage Overview
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All LCDs require bias voltages to drive their row and column drivers. These voltages can be negative or positive
depending on the LCD. Since they can sometimes be difficult to develop and can damage the screen if
improperly applied, LCD manufacturers started building them in. As a rule most monochrome LCDs require an
external bias voltage. All active TFT LCD's we've seen made after 1994 have the bias voltage built in. Color STN
LCD's with a few exceptions after 1996 have the bias voltage built in. You should check your LCD spec. Of
course if you bought an LCD kit for Earth everything is already setup. Because of the prevalence of internal bias
voltage on LCD's we omitted bias voltage from the EarthVision/PCI.

2.4         ROM-BIOS Sockets

An EPROM socket with 8 bit wide data access normally contains the board's VGA ROM-BIOS. The socket takes
a 27C256 to 27C512 EPROM (or equivalent) device. This BIOS is configured at the factory for your particular
type of LCD display (except on the EarthVision/PCI). Versions and types are listed on the Earth web site
technical support area. If you bought a kit the BIOS installed is the type you need for your display. If you did not
buy a panel with the controller you should consult with your Earth sales representative to determine which BIOS
to use.

 In the EarthVision/PCI we introduced the EarthUniBIOS which allows 8 different BIOS (and panel types)
to be shipped on one board. On this board you must set the dip switch to the BIOS type that matches your flat
panel display as described in section 3.6 UniBios Switch Settings.

2.5  EarthVison/ISA & PC-104 Bios Support

The EarthVision/ISA and EarthVision/PC-104 use a eprom BIOS that is usually ordered with the LCD controller at
the time of purchase. The current BIOS’s that were available at the time of publication are listed below. Please
check our Internet Web support page for more up to date information.

EV/ISA & EV/PC-104
      BIOS TYPE PANELS SUPPORTED

EV-DS Most VGA (640 x 480) DSTN Displays including Sharp LM64Cxx,       
Sanyo EH5322, HitachI LMG92XX, LMG94XX, Kyocera KCL6448

EV-MONO Most VGA (640 x 480) Monochrome DSTN Displays including Sharp LM64Pxx,
Epson  EG90xx, Casio MD80x-x, Sanyo LCM-54xx, LCM55xx, HitachI
LMG52xx, Kyocera KL6448, Epson  EG90xx, Casio MD80x-x

EV-TFT6 Most VGA (640 x 480) Active Displays including Goldstar LCA4VE02A,
NEC 
NL6448xxxx-xx, HitachI TX26D6xVCxx, TX24Dxx, Samsung LT10xV-xxx

EV-SHARP Sharp VGA (640 x 480) Active Displays including LQ10Dxx, LQ64Dxx

EV-DSS Sharp , Sanyo, Hitachi for use with SVGA (800x600) DSTN displays

EV-SS For use with VGA (640x480) 16 bit Single Scan  displays (Sanyo LCM5330)

EV-EL For use with Electro Luminescent  VGA (640x 480) displays with DSTN interface
Sharp LJ64H052

EV-TFT6 For use with  VGA (640x480)  TFT   Samsung 18bit LT10xV-XXX .

EV-321 Most VGA  (640x480) TFT  9-18 bit Active Matrix Displays, Sharp  LQ64xx, 
LQ9Dxx, LQ10Dxx.  (newer) Goldstar LCA4VE02, NEC NL6448xxxx-xx, Hitachi
TX26D6xVCxx, TX24Dxx.
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EV-D021 Specific for the Sharp LQ9D0xx  9 bit TFT display.

EV-LCA4 Specific for the earlier Goldstar LCA4VE02 TFT display.

EV-C035L Specific for the VGA (640x480) 18bit TFT Toshiba LTMC035L  
display.

 EV-EG9013 Specific for the VGA (640x480) 6.3” Mono DSTN Epson EG9013 display.

2.6  EarthVison/PCI Bios Support

At this printing the EarthVison/PCI was available only with UniBios-1 which is supplied when the board is
ordered as EV-PCI-1. This is actually eight BIOS’s in one selected by the 4 position dip switch located at S1
above the BIOS ROM socket on the EarthVision/PCI board.

EARTHVISION PCI UNIBIOS 1

  SWITCH SETTINGS
PANEL TYPE #         PANEL        0 = OFF   1 = ON                   LCD PANELS SUPPORTED
                                                              1 2 3 4
0 XGA DSTN To be determined
1 MONO* Most VGA (640 x 480) Monochrome DSTN Displays

including Sharp LM64Pxx,    Epson  EG90xx, Casio MD80x-x,
Sanyo LCM-54xx, LCM55xx, Hitachi LMG52XX,Kyocera KL6448,
 Epson  EG90xx, Casio MD80x-x

2 VGA DSTN Most VGA (640 x 480) DSTN Displays including Sharp LM64Cxx,
Sanyo EH5322, HitachI LMG92XX,  LMG94XX, Kyocera KCL6448

3 SVGA DSTN (800x600) DSTN displays Sharp , Sanyo, Hitachi SVGA 10.4”,
 11.3”, 12.1” (800x600) DSTN displays

4 VGA TFT SHARP Specific for the Sharp LQ9D0xx 9 bit TFT display.
5 VGA 18 BIT TFT Most VGA  (640x480) TFT  9-18 bit Active Matrix Displays,

Sharp  LQ64xx, LQ9Dxx, LQ10Dxx. (newer) Goldstar LCA4VE02,
NEC NL6448xxxx-xx, Hitachi TX26D6xVCxx, TX24Dxx.

6 XGA TFT To be determined
7 SVGA TFT Hitachi TX26D86VCxx, TX31D2xVCxx, Sharp LQ10DSxx,

LQ12DSxx, Goldstar LP121S1,
* Must be UniBIOS 1.1 or later

At this printing the EarthVison/PCI was available only with UniBios-1 which is supplied when the board is ordered
as EV-PCI-1. This is actually eight BIOS’s in one selected by the 4 position dip switch located at S1 above the
BIOS ROM socket on the EarthVision/PCI board.

2.7         DRAM Memory

EarthVision/ISA & EarthVision/PC-104

Speed: 70ns
Size: 256k x 16 dual cas Fast Page Mode SOJ DRAM’s
Bits: 32 bit (2 x 16) two memory chips
Capacity: 1 Megabytes

EarthVision/PCI
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Speed: 60ns
Size: 256k x 16 EDO SOJ DRAM’s
Bits: 32 bit (2 x 16) or 64 bit (4 x 16)

Two or Four Memory Chips
Capacity: 1 or 2 Megabytes

2.8  EarthVision I/O Map

The following table shows the detailed listing of the I/O port assignments used by the EarthVision controllers:

03C0 - 03DFh VGA controller

2.9  Graphics Controller Architecture

The EarthVision family of high performance Flat Panel/CRT Controllers utilize the Chips & Technologies family
of 208-pin, high performance solutions for embedded PC and LCD monitor that require the high graphics
performance available and immediate integration of any flat panel technology. These chips feature a
sophisticated graphics hardware engine for Bit Block Transfer (BITBLT), line drawing, hardware cursor, and other
functions intensively used in Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) such as Microsoft Windows. The EarthVision/ISA
& EarthVision/PC-104 use the same video BIOS allowing Earth Comuter Technologies to support more different
LCD and controller options than any other controller manufacturer.

The EarthVision family achieves superior performance through advanced linear acceleration software driver
technology, these devices exhibit exceptional performance compared with devices of similar architecture. The
65545/65550 architecture provides a fast throughput to video memory, maximizing the capability of today's
powerful microprocessors to manipulate graphics operations. A powerful 32-bit graphics engine is used to off
load graphics processing from the microprocessor for maximum performance.

The EarthVision/PCI gives maximum performance by utilizing the 32 bit wide PCI bus interface.

Minimum chip-count, low-power graphics sub-system implementations are enabled through the high integration
level of the 65545/65550 family. These devices integrate the VGA-compatible graphics controller, true color
RAMDAC, and dual PLL clock synthesizers.

The EarthVision family supports a wide variety of monochrome and color Single-Panel, Single-Drive (SS) and
Dual-Panel, Dual Drive (DD) passive STN and active matrix TFT / MIM LCD, EL, and plasma panels. The
65545/65550 family supports panel resolutions of 800x600, 1024x768, and 1280x1024. For monochrome panels,
up to 64 gray scales are supported. Up to 226,981 different colors can be displayed on passive STN LCDs and
up to 16M colors on 24-bit active matrix LCDs using the 65545/550 controllers.

The EarthVison family offers a variety of programmable features to optimize display quality. For text modes
which do not fill all 480 lines of a standard VGA panel, the EarthVision cards provides tall font stretching in the
hardware. Fast vertical centering and programmable vertical stretching in graphics modes offer more options for
handling modes with less than 480 lines. In addition the EarthVision/PCI can provide graphics stretching allowing
legacy VGA applications to stretch onto an SVGA (800 x 600) flat panel display! Three available color-to gray
scale reduction techniques and SMARTMAP are available for improving the view ability of color applications on
monochrome panels. CHIPS' polynomial FRC algorithm reduces panel flicker on a wider range of panel types
with a single setting for a particular panel type.

Full compliance is provided with the VGA graphics standard at the register, gate and BIOS levels. The
65540/545 provides full backwards compatibility with the EGA and CGA graphics standards without using NMIs.
CHIPS and third party vendors supply fully VGA-compatible BIOS, end-user utilities and drivers for common
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application programs (e.g., Microsoft Windows, OS/2, WordPerfect, Lotus, etc.). CHIPS' drivers for Windows
include a Big Cursor (to increase the cursor's legibility on monochrome flat panels) and panning/scrolling
capability (to increase performance).

2.10      Memory Mapping and Linear Addressing

Address: Size: Function

0A0000 - 0BFFFFh 128 KBytes CGA, EGA, LCD Video RAM  128kB
0C0000 - 0C7FFFh 32 KBytes VGA BIOS

The above chart shows the standard VGA BIOS location and the standard VGA memory buffer address.
Obviously this shows only 128k of video memory. This is the legacy of the PC architecture. When VGA designs
needed more memory the first obvious solution was to page the memory in and out of this window. Unfortunately
this results in a performance penalty especially with higher resolution and higher color displays. The solution
implemented by Chips and other graphic chip providers was linear graphics mode. With software programmable
hardware the Chips controller can have the entire video memory mapped linearly into the computers address
space. This mapping is performed by the drivers loaded. You will most likely see this when using the Windows
3.1 & Windows 95 linear drivers. THIS CAN BE A PROBLEM. Since the ISA bus and the PC/104 bus can only
address 16 megabytes this linear address space must be in the 16 megabytes. The BIOS supplied on the
EarthVision/ISA & EarthVision controller starts the linear address space at 12 megabytes (address C0000). The
problem is when a linear driver is loaded with a system with more than 12 megabytes of ram IT WILL NOT
WORK RELIABLY. Chips & Technologies non-linear drivers only support up to 256 colors.  If you have 16
megabytes in your system (over 12 megabytes!) you can not run the linear drivers for Windows. The trade off is
to run the non linear drivers which under VGA will limit you to 256 colors or only have 12 megabytes of main
memory in your system. Optionally you can use an EarthVision/PCI controller, which can map the linear video
memory buffer above the system memory because of the large addressing capability of the PCI bus.

65545 (EV/ISA & EV/PC-104) Display Capabilities

CRT Mode Mono LCD DD STN LCD 9-Bit TFT LCD Video Simultaneous
Resolution Color 4 Gray Scales 4 Colors 2, 3, 4 Colors 1, 2, 3, 4 Memory Display
320x200 256 /256Ks 61 / 61 256 / 226,981 256 / 185,193 512 KB yes
640x480 16 / 256Ks 16 / 61 16 / 226,981 16 / 185,193 512 KB yes
640x480 256 / 256Ks 61 / 61 256 / 226,981 256 / 185,193 512 KB yes
800x600 16 / 256Ks 16 / 61 16 / 226,981 16 / 185,193 512 KB yes with 1 MB
800x600 256 / 256Ks 61 / 61 256 / 226,981 256 / 185,193 512 KB yes with 1 MB
1024x768 16 / 256Ks 16 / 61 16 / 226,981 16 / 185,193 512 KB yes with 1 MB
1024x768 256 / 256Ks 61 / 61 256 / 226,981 256 / 185,193 1 MB** yes
1280x1024 16 / 256Ks 16 / 61 n/a n/a 1 MB** n/a

Notes:

All the above modes are supported since EarthVisions are always shipped with at least 1 megabyte of memory!

1 Larger color palettes and simultaneous colors can be displayed on 12-bit, 18-bit, and 24-bit TFT panels via the 65540/545 video input port.
2 Includes dithering.
3 Includes frame rate control.
4 Colors are described as number of simultaneous on-screen colors and number of unique colors available in the color palette. 256K colors

assumes DAC output mode is set to 6 bits of R, G & B. If DAC is set to 8-bit output mode, the number of available colors is 16 M.

CRT Displays
The 65545 & 65550 support high resolution fixed frequency and variable frequency analog monitors in interlaced
and non-interlaced modes of operation. Digital monitor support is also built in.
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Supported VGA Modes:

Mode: Type: Colors: CRT: Text: Graphic: DRAM: Monitor: Refresh/HR:

0,1 Text 16 ABC   40 x 25   320 x 200 256k CGA 70 Hz
2,3 Text 16 ABC   80 x 25   640 x 200 256k CGA 70 Hz
4,5 Graphic 4 ABC   40 x 25   320 x 200 256k CGA 70 Hz
6 Graphic 2 ABC   80 x 25   640 x 200 256k CGA 70 Hz
7+ Text Mono ABC   80 x 25   720 x 350 256k HGC 70 Hz
D Planar 16 ABC   40 x 25   320 x 200 256k CGA 70 Hz
E Planar 16 ABC   80 x 25   640 x 200 256k CGA 70 Hz
F Planar Mono ABC   80 x 25   640 x 350 256k EGA 70 Hz
10 Planar 16 ABC   80 x 25   640 x 350 256k EGA 70 Hz
11 Planar 2 ABC   80 x 30   640 x 480 256k VGA 60 Hz
12/12+ Planar 16 ABC/BC   80 x 30   640 x 480 256k VGA 60 Hz/72Hz
13 Planar 256 ABC   40 x 25   320 x 200 256k CGA 70 Hz (not 8 Bit Bus)
20 4 bit Lin 16 ABC   80 x 30   640 x 480 512k VGA 60 Hz
22 4 bit Lin 16 BC 100 x 37   800 x 600 512k SVGA 60 Hz
30 8 bit Lin 256 ABC   80 x 30   640 x 480 512k VGA 60 Hz/72 Hz
32 8 bit Lin 256 BC 100 x 37   800 x 600 512k SVGA 60 Hz/72 Hz
60 Text 16 ABC 132 x 25 1056 x 400 256k MGA 68 Hz
61 Text 16 ABC 132 x 50 1056 x 400 256k MGA 68 Hz
72 Planar 16 C 128 x 48 1024 x 768 512k HVGA 60 Hz
79 Packed 256 ABC   80 x 30   640 x 480 512k VGA 72 Hz
7C Packed 256 BC 100 x 37   800 x 600 512k SVGA 72 Hz

24 4 bit Lin 16 C 128 x 48 1024 x 768 1024k HiVGA 60 Hz
26 4 bit Lin 16 BC 128 x 48 1024 x 768 1024k HiVGA 43 Hz
34 8 bit Lin 256 C 128 x 48 1024 x 768 1024k HiVGA 60 Hz
36 8 bit Lin 256 BC 128 x 48 1024 x 768 1024k HiVGA 43 Hz
40 15 bit Lin 32k ABC   80 x 30   640 x 480 1024k VGA 60 Hz
41 16 bit Lin 64k ABC   80 x 30   640 x 480 1024k VGA 60 Hz
7E Packed 256 C 128 x 48 1024 x 768 1024k HiVGA 60 Hz
A = PS/2 fixed frequency analog monitor;
B = Multifrequency CRT monitor like NEC Multisynch 3D or eq.
C = Nanao/EIZO 9070, NEC Multisynch 5D, or eq.

Simultaneous Flat Panel / CRT Display

The EarthVision family provides simultaneous display operation with Multi-Sync variable frequency or PS/2 fixed
frequency CRT monitors and single panel-single drive LCDs (LCD-SS), dual panel-single drive LCDs (LCD-DS),
dual panel-dual drive LCDs (LCD-DD) and plasma and EL panels (which contains single panel-single drive
interfaces). Single drive panels sequence data in the same manner as CRTs so the 65545/50 provides
simultaneous display with CRTs and LCD-SS, LCD-DS, plasma or EL panels by driving the panels with CRT
timing. No external hardware is required. In contrast, LCD-DD panels require video data alternating between
separate locations in the memory. In addition, a dual-drive panel requires data from both locations
simultaneously. The 65545/50 also provides simultaneous display with LCD-DD and CRT monitors without using
external VRAMs.

EarthVision/PCI Additional Capabilty
The EarthVision/PCI (Chips 65550 based) can support all the panels, CRT modes and features the other
EarthVison controllers can and more but not all the additional features are in the current version of this
document. See the 65550 data sheet for more features.
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2.11      Adjusting LCD Contrast

The contrast of an LCD is most often adjusted by changing VEE voltage. Note VEE voltage is the same as
referring to bias voltage. Modern TFT LCD’s do not have a contrast adjustment. Newer STN LCD’s generate their
bias voltage on the LCD panel itself and simply have Vcon input signal  to be controlled by an external
potentiometer. For LCD’s that require an external VEE, this voltage is generated on the EarthVision/ISA &
EarthVision/PC-104 boards. The blue potentiometer and a jumper to select negative or positive VEE is an
indication whether the voltage is generated on board or not. Some LCDs have a separate input for adjustment of
the contrast. The LCD specification will typically call this Vcont or Vo. The LCD specification will indicate how to
connect this signal. If you bought your EarthVision as part of a kit a contrast pot will be provided already
connected properly in the LCD cable assembly.

NOTE: EarthVision/PCI does not generate bias voltage, so most monochrome & older color STN LCD’s cannot
be driven off of it. There is the possibility of using an external power supply for bias voltage although this can be
expensive & cumbersome.
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3.0      DESCRIPTION OF THE CONNECTORS

3.1  LCD Connectors

All the EarthVision cards have a 50 pin connector (referred to as the Internal LCD Connector) for
interfacing to the LCD. This connector can mate with standard2 x 25 .1” spacing connectors from both Molex and
Amp. Both wire to wire type and IDC type connectors can be used. The IDC connector allows the use of
inexpensive flat ribbon cable. This connector is used for the lowest cost cabling and also when the LCD is
internal to the cabinet that the EarthVision is installed in. For use in external LCD (monitor) applications, the LCD
signals also go to an external connector on the EarthVision/ISA and EarthVision/PCI. This is a high density 44
pin DSUB connector. The signal pin outs are listed below. Note that the signals that vary from different
EarthVision models are noted with an asterick.

   
50 Pin Male
Internal LCD

Signal 44 Pin
External LCD

1 * VDDSAFE 5 Vdc 25
2 +12 SAFE 13
3 VEESAFE 19
4 ** VDDSAFE 3.3 Vdc n/c
10 LP (HSYNC) 38
11 FLM (VSYNC) 39
12 GND 40
13 SHFCLK 41
14 GND 42
15 P0 2
16 P1 3
18 P2 5
19 P3 6
21 P4 8
22 P5 9
24 P6 11
25 P7 12
26 GND 28
27 P8 14
28 P9 15
30 P10 17
31 P11 18
33 P12 20
34 P13 21
36 P14 23
37 P15 24
38 GND 16
39 P16 26
40 P17 27
42 P18 29
43 P19 30
45 P20 32
46 P21 33
48 P22 35
49 P23 36
7,8,17,20,23,29
35,41,44,47,50

GND 1,4,7,31,22

* on EarthVision/PC-104 this pin can be set to 3.3 volts (see jumper settings) - see 3.3 volt panel section
** This supplies 3.3 volts for 3.3 volt panels on the EarthVision/PCI only - see 3.3 volt panel section
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3.2  VGA Monitor (CRT-Signals):

J1 on EarthVision/PC-104 15 pin DSUB VGA Connector
Pin Signal Pin Signal

Pin 1 RED Pin 1 Red
Pin 3 GREEN Pin 2 Green
Pin 5 BLUE Pin 3 Blue
Pin 7 HORIZ SYNC Pin 13 H-Synch
Pin 9 VERT SYNC Pin 14 V-Synch

Pin 8 + 11 Bridge

Pin 2,4,6,8 Ground Pin 7 Ground
Pin 5 not connected

3.3  EarthVision/PC-104 VGA Connector

Because of the PC-104 mechanical standard a VGA connector is not soldered to the EarthVision/PC-104. A
cable could be made using the pin out of J1 above to connect to a solder type VGA connector to the pins shown
below. The VGA-CRT signals from J1 must be wired to a standard VGA 15 pin high density female DSUB
connector.

             Solder side of the VGA connector
1         2        3        4        5

 Red   Green  Blue           GND

                      6        7         8        9       10

    GND

11      12      13      14      15

     Hsync   VSync
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4.0      EARTHVISION JUMPER & SWITCH SETTINGS

4.1  Bias/VEE Polarity

IMPORTANT - SETTING THIS JUMPER WRONG CAN DESTROY YOUR LCD AND DAMAGE YOUR
EARTHVISION BOARD

EarthVision/PC-104
JP-3 Pin 1 is by the silk screen legend (“JP3”). If you are using positive bias voltage the jumper block should be
installed from pin 1 to pin 2. If you are using negative bias voltage the jumper block should be installed from pin
2 to pin 3.

EarthVision/ISA
JP-3 Pin 1 is clearly marked and also has a “+VEE” marking by it.  If you are using positive bias voltage the
jumper block should be installed from pin 1 to pin 2. If you are using negative bias voltage the jumper block
should be installed from pin 2 to pin 3 (by the “-VEE” marking”).

EarthVision/PCI
There is no bias polarity setting because this board does not generate bias voltage.

4.2  Bias/VEE Potentiometer

This Potentiometer sets the bias voltage level. It is labeled R31 on both  the EarthVision/PC-104 and
EarthVision/PCI. Adjusting this pot sets the bias voltage at the VEE signal on Pin 3 of the 50 pin Internal LCD
connector. This voltage should be set to the LCD manufacturers specification BEFORE connecting an LCD and
then on panels that don’ have a separate Vo signal for contrast this is re-adjusted after the panel is connected for
best contrast.

4.3  Backlight On

This jumper decides if the backlight is sequenced in software by the BIOS or is powered up with the computer.
We do not have software to support this at the time of this publication.
EarthVision/PC-104
JP-2 Pin 1 is by the silkscreen legend (“JP2”). The default position is from pin 1 to pin 2. The alternative setting
pin 2 to pin 3 allows for software to control the backlight.
EarthVision/ISA
JP-2 is located below the F65545 IC and to the right. The default position is from pin 1 to pin 2. The alternative
setting pin 2 to pin 3 allows for software to control the backlight.
 EarthVision/PCI
The EarthVision/PCI does not have a jumper for this feature. The backlight is controlled by BIOS software.

4.4  Zero Wait State

This jumper decides whether wait states are inserted by the controller board. In most cases it is best to leave the
jumper off. This selects wait states for proper synchronization even in systems with off standard bus timing.
EarthVision/PC-104
JP-1  is by the silkscreen legend (“JP1”) on the edge of the board next to the middle of the PC/104 connector.
The default position is off. The alternative setting, jumper on sets zero wait states.
EarthVision/ISA
JP-1 is located at the bottom right of the p.c. board. The default position is off. The alternative setting, jumper on
sets zero wait states.
EarthVision/PCI
The EarthVision/PCI does not have a jumper for this feature.
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4.5 Panel Voltage

LCD’s are powered by 5 or 3.3 volts. These settings are different for the three EarthVision controllers. If you are
setting up for a panel for the first time verify the voltage with a volt meter before connecting the LCD!
EarthVision/PC-104
The jumper JP-4  sets the panel voltage. Pin 1 is the pin closest to the adjacent jumper (JP-3). When jumper is
from 2-3 the voltage is 5 volts and from 1-2  the voltage is 3.3 volts.
EarthVision/ISA
This board supports 5 volt panels only but external adapters may support lower voltage panels in the future.
EarthVision/PCI
The EarthVision/PCI supplies the panel voltages 5 volts and 3.3 volts on different pins of the LCD connector, so
your cable sets the panel voltage. The data signal drive voltages are set separately. IMPORTANT: This must
be set to 3.3 volts for 3.3 volt LCD’s. For 5 volt panels we set it differently depending on the length of cable.
Typically this is decided by which setting exhibits the best display quality. If you have a kit we set it to the best
setting already.
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5.0      INSTALLING THE EARTHVISION

5.1 Items Required

To integrate a flat panel with an EarthVision you will need the following:

1.  Computer
2.  EarthVision Card
3.  LCD display
4.  LCD cable
5.  Backlight inverter (unless non backlit display)
6.  This Manual
7.  EarthVision Driver Diskette

EarthVision display kits include everything you need to get your panel running try it, with all the jumpers and
potentiometer preset ready to plug and play.

5.2 The Quick Start Steps

1.  Set the jumpers as explained earlier in the manual (if you bought a kit their already set!).
2.  Verify the proper BIOS is installed in your board for the LCD you have and if EarthVision/PCI verify the

switch settings match the LCD you are using.
3.  Install the EarthVision controller into your computer. This should be the only display adapter installed in

your computer. Install the bracket screw on ISA & PCI cards. Verify card is fully inserted.
4.  Connect  the LCD cable to the EarthVision
       If internal ribbon LCD cable supplied plug the cable’s 50 pin connector into the mating 50 pin connector on
the              EarthVision (note: cable is keyed). On the EarthVision/ISA, use the 50 pin connector closest to the
bracket.
       or
   If external round ribbon LCD cable supplied plug the cable’s 44 pin connector into the mating Dsub 44 pin
connector on the EarthVision bracket at the rear of your computer. Tighten screw. Note: EarthVision/PC-104
does not have the 44 pin connector.
5.  Plug the inverter into your LCD cable and then plug the inverter into the LCD.
6.  Plug the LCD cable into the LCD panel. Be sure the connectors are plugged completely in.
7.  Check your work.
8.  Clear inverter.  Important: the inverter should not touch the metal frame of the LCD or be within 1/2 of an

inch of any metal. It will arc (startup voltage can exceed 1000 volts!!) to any ground including YOU!
9.   Power up the computer. Your display should work, proceed to installing drivers. If you have no
display or other display problems proceed to troubleshooting.

5.3         Troubleshooting

1.  Did computer boot & display on analog  monitor?
You can verify the computer booted properly if there were no POST beeps and the numlock key on the

keyboard when activated turns on the numlock LED and off when pressed again. The sure test is to plug a CRT
into the analog VGA connector of your EarthVision.
NO: If you are sure the computer did not boot try putting your EarthVision card in a different slot. Be sure the
BIOS ROM is seated properly in your EarthVision card.  Try substituting the EarthVision card.
YES: Go to Step 2
2.  Is Backlight illuminated?

Verify if the backlight is illuminated by dimming the room lights and see if light illuminates from the
display.  
NO: After Powering down the system verify that the LCD cable is connected to the inverter and the LCD
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backlight connector is plugged into the inverter.  Check that 12 volts is getting to one of the inverter pins. If you
have 12 volts, power down and replace the inverter. (The 12 volts can be measured at the 50 pin connector on
pin 2).  If you do not have 12 volts and have verified the cable check the fuses CB1 and CB2 on your EarthVision
card. If you still do not get 12 volts the EarthVision card mosfet transistor was probably destroyed by a short and
the EarthVision card should be replaced.
YES: Go to step 3
4.  Verify Cabling.

Be sure the cable is plugged in properly, if using the ribbon cable verify the key is correct and the red wire
matches pin 1 on the PCB (pin 1 is signified by a square bad on the underside of the PCB. If you are using the 44
pin DSUB verify no pins are bent on the DB-44 and that is properly seated. The LCD end of the LCD cable may
use extremely fragile connectors. Make sure they are seated in their mates on the LCD. Inspect where the wire
goes into the connector housing and be sure that no metal contacts are protruding out, if so push back into
housing.
5.  Check Power Sources

If your LCD requires VEE verify that the voltage is set correctly and present at the 50 pin connector on pin
3. Verify VDD voltage for your panel at the 50 pin connector pin 1 for 5 volts unless you are running a 3.3 volt
LCD on the PC-104 Earth Vision. Then it should be 3.3 volts as long as JP4 is set correctly (be sure!). Also if you
have the LCD panel pin out and the connector is accessible verify VEE and VDD at the panel. Obviously if you
get voltages at the EarthVision 50 pin connector but not the panel you have a cable problem. Verify the white
rectangular fuses (CB1, CB2) on your EarthVision with an ohm meter or continuity tester Note: the power sources
are turned on by software in the EarthVision BIOS when the computer boots up. If the computer does not boot
they will not be on!
6.  Display is Dim or Faded
 If you STN display comes on faded you need to adjust the VEE voltage or contrast pot. If an active screen
comes on and fades or bleeds out you have a cabling or card problem. Do not leave it on, it could damage the
panel. If your LCD is dim, verify a brightness pot if applied and your 12 volt source. If these are correct and
replacing the inverter does not brighten things up you probably have a defective LCD backlight bulb.
7.  Display is distorted (lines, wrong colors)

A disconnecting data bit on an STN (color or mono) will cause jail bar vertical lines over the entire or half
the screen. If you get wrong colors on active LCD run a color bar and figure out what color is missing or lacking
and then look at the LCD pin out to see what pins correspond to the missing color. If its a lot missing it is likely to
be a higher bit R5, B5 etc.
8.  Active TFT Display has dots

Dots stuck on or off on an active matrix LCD are common. The standards that are acceptable by most
manufacturers is typically 3 to 12 dots.
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6.0      INSTALLING DRIVERS FOR THE EARTHVISION

The EarthVision driver disk should have been supplied with your EarthVision controller card. If your driver disk is
not available they can be download from our web site at http://www.flat-panel.com.

6.1 Installing Windows 95 Drivers

This describes normal display driver installation procedures for Windows 95.  Use these procedures when
installing the display drivers provided in this directory.

DRIVER INSTALLATION PROCEDURE

 1.      Click Start, then Settings, then Control Panel.

 2.      Start the "Display" applet program.

 3.      Select the "Settings" page, push the "Change Display Type" button.

 4.      Push the "Change" button in the "Adapter Type" area.

 5.      Push the "Have Disk" button and press "OK".

 6.      Insert the drivers disk in the A: floppy drive,  and enter A:\.

7. Type in the name of the directory where you copied the drivers, either on your local hard drive or
on a network share.  (If you're not sure exactly where the drivers are, choose the "Browse..." button to find them.)

8. The "Select Device" dialog box will appear. Select the adapter that  corresponds to the one you installed in
your machine and click OK.  Windows 95 will copy the display drivers to the proper directories on your system.

9. Continue choosing Close until asked to restart your machine from the "Systems Settings Change" dialog box.

10.  After the system has restarted, you can go back into the Display applet and select alternate screen
resolutions and color depths.

6.2 Windows 95  256 Color Driver (Earthvision/ISA & PC104 Only)

IMPORTANT: This driver installation procedure is REQUIRED if you are running over 12 megs of RAM with
EarthVision/ISA or EarthVision/PC104 (unless your happy with running the default IBM VGA driver with 16 color
capability only!). For more technical information on why there are these limitations please read section “3.10
Memory Mapping and Linear Addressing” earlier in this manual.

1. If you get the message “display not correctly configured” please do not  answer ok to autodect the adapter.

2. Go to the Settings-Control Panel. Double Click on Display and then click Change Display Type.  In the
adapter list box pick Chips & Tech Accelerator for the driver. Then click on OK. When the system asks if its OK
to restart the system click on OK.

3.  Once the system restarts go to the Settings-Control Panel. Click on System and then click on Device
Manager. Click on Display Adapters and pick Chips & Tech Accelerator.This will open the properties
menu. Check the box that says “Original Configuration”. Click the Resources near the top of the window. Set
the resource configuration manually to the following:

                              
I/O: 3B0-3BB
I/O 3C0-3DF
MEM: 000A0000-000AFFFF
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MEM  000B8000-000BFFFF
MEM  000C0000-000C7FFF

Verify that there are no conflicts with other devices. Click on OK and restart the system.

6.3 Installing Windows 3.1 Drivers

1. Install Windows 3.1 as you normally would for a VGA display.

2. Run Windows 3.1 Control Panel from the Main Group.  Choose the Display option.  In the Display Settings
dialog box, click on Change Display Type. Click on Change from the Adapter Type in the Display Type dialog
box. Click on Other in the Select Device dialog box.

3. Type in the source directory where the Windows 3.1 driver files are located.  Press <ENTER> and the
following names of the driver will appear highlighted in the Models list box:

CHIPS Video Accelerator (65550)
CHIPS Video Accelerator (65545,65548)
CHIPS Video Controller (65510,65530,65535,65540)

4. Click on INSTALL to install the selected driver.  Once the installation is complete, the system must be shut
down and restarted.

5. Upon restart, at the Invalid Display Selection message, click on OK and select the desired display settings
from the Display Settings dialog box.  Click on Test to test the newly selected graphics mode.  A color test screen
should appear, followed by the Testing Mode window.  Click on Yes to continue.  The Display Settings Change
window will appear.  Click on Restart Now for the new settings to take effect.

6.4 Installing Windows NT 4.0  Drivers

1. Install Windows NT as you normally would for a VGA display.  First click the Start button, go to Settings and
click on Control Panel.  Choose the Display icon and click on the icon. In the Display Properties window, click on
the Settings tab. Then click on Change Display Type.  In the Change Display Type window, click on the Change
button under Adapter Type.  This will bring up the Select Device window.

2. In the Select Device window, click on the Other button.  Enter source directory where the Windows NT driver
files are located.  Press <ENTER> and the name of the Chips and Technologies Video Accelerator driver will
appear at the end of Models list box. Scroll to the end of the list box and double click on the driver.  Once the
installation is complete, the system must be shut down and restarted.

3. Upon restart, select the desired display settings from the Display property dialog box.  Click on Test to test the
newly selected graphics mode.  A color test screen should appear, followed by  the Testing Mode window.  Click
on Yes to continue.  The Display Settings Change window will appear.  Click on Restart Now for the new settings
to take effect.

6.4 Installing DOS Drivers

The VESA.COM file gives the VESA enhanced modes available by simply putting this file in your autoexec.bat.
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APPENDIX A. EARTHVISION/PC-104 BUS INTERFACE

Pin A: B: C: D:

0 Ground Ground
1 IOCHCK Ground SBHE MEMCS16
2 SD7 RESET LA23 IOCS16
3 SD6 +5V LA22 IRQ10
4 SD5 IRQ9 LA21 IRQ11
5 SD4 NC LA20 IRQ12
6 SD3 DRQ2 LA19 IRQ13
7 SD2 (-12V) LA18 IRQ14
8 SD1 NC LA17 DACK0
9 SD0 +12V MEMR DRQ0
10 IOCHRDY Ground MEMW DACK5
11 AEN SMEMW SD8 DRQ5
12 SA19 SMEMR SD9 DACK6
13 SA18 SIOW SD10 DRQ6
14 SA17 SIOR SD11 DACK6
15 SA16 DACK3 SD12 DRQ7
16 SA15 DRQ3 SD13 +5 Volt
17 SA14 DACK1 SD14 MASTER
18 SA13 DRQ1 SD15 Ground
19 SA12 REF Ground Ground
20 SA11 SYSCLK
21 SA10 IRQ7
22 SA9 IRQ
23 SA8 IRQ5
24 SA7 IRQ4
25 SA6 IRQ3
26 SA5 DACK2
27 SA4 TC
28 SA3 ALE
29 SA2 +5 Volt
30 SA1 OSC
31 SA0 Ground
32 Ground Ground


